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As a part of the California Integrated Seismic Network (CISN)
earthquake early warning (EEW) algorithm development, funded
through USGS NEHRP, we have developed the CISN EEW web site
to collect the results of multiple EEW algorithms and to display
these results in a comparative manner. The CISN EEW algorithm
development group has defined a set of EEW algorithm evaluation
tests (termed performance summaries) that compares EEW algorithm reports against seismicity data in the ANSS catalog.
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Preliminary Results: The CISN EEW Trigger Performance summary below shows a list of ANSS Events (yellow rows) and associated EEW Triggers (green or red rows). Green rows indicate a CISN EEW trigger that reported accurate location and magnitude
information about event. Red lines indicates either either time or magnitude misses. The table entries identify the EEW algorithm
(UCB-ElarmSNI, CIT-Onsite, or ETH-Virtual Seismologist) that produced the EEW information.The time required to produce the
warning (either algorithm or alert time) required to produced the data is also shown.
CISN EEW Trigger Summaries
Trigger Summaries: The CISN EEW Trigger summaries (left) indicate whether the EEW algorithms accurately forecast both the

location and magnitude of ANSS events. CIT OnSite is a single station Trigger. ETH-VS and UCB-ElarmS triggers require multiple stations, and their warning information is updated during the event. Currently CIT-Onsite and ETH-Virtual Seismologists
report Southern California events, and UCB-ElarmS reports Nothern California events. State-wide reporting by all algorithms is in
development.
The trigger summaries (left) show that for a Mw5.1 near Barstow both the CIT-OnSite Algorithm and the ETH-VS Algorithm
issued warnings, with a CIT-OnSite single station warning available within 16 seconds after origin time, and a multi-station
ETH-VS available 24 seconds after origin time. Also, an ElarmS trigger summary is shown for a Mw4.0 Petrolia off-shore event.
The current ElarmS system produced a warning with 10 seconds of network data after origin time and updated it during the event.
Magnitude Summaries: The magnitude summaries for this event (below left) show that the CIT-OnSite single station magnitudes
varied above and below the final magnitude but remained within 1.0 magnitude units for 20 stations. The ETH-VS magnitude estimate was within 0.5 units throughout the event. The ElarmS magnitude estimates varied but remained within 0.8 units throughout
the event.
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Location Summaries: The location summaries (below right) for the CIT-OnSite algorithm use the station location as the event location. The table shows that the CIT-OnSite algorithm magnitude estimates were reasonable even for stations up to 150 km from
epicenter. For ETH-VS the location information was accurate within 4km throughout the event. The ElarmS location for an offshore event was within 36km throughout the event.

CISN EEW Testing Center and Web Site

Above: CISN EEW Testing Center collects CISN earthquake early
warning triggers and evaluates the triggers against ANSS Catalog Data

